Voluntary field assistants wanted!

The international research project "Capercaillie & Wind Energy" is seeking for field interns to assist in different research methods in the Jädraås Wind Parc, Sweden. This is a great opportunity for students who want to get more experience in field work related to animal behavior and wildlife ecology.

Work can include:

(1) Tracking & collecting data
(2) Habitat mapping, collecting DNA material on point grids
(3) Data collection, entry, and management

When: July 2017. Field assistants are expected to stay at least one weeks.
Where: Jädraås Wind Parc, Dalarna County
Accomodation: free (cabins for 4 people each at a camping site)

Applicants should be highly motivated and well organised, with capabilities of working both in a group and independently. Field work hours can be long and tiring, thus applicants must be prepared to work in all types of weather conditions, at any time (including weekends and holidays), with typically only one day off per week. The working language is English, so good knowledge of the language is required. Candidates with a full driver's licence and a car will be preferred.

How to apply? Send a short motivation letter stating why and for which period you are interested and your CV via email to julia.taubmann@wildlife.uni-freiburg.de

General project information under: www.capercaillie-windpower.com
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